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Abstract: The ability of cannabis to increase consumption of food has been known for centuries.
In addition to producing hyperphagia, cannabinoids can amplify existing preferences
for calorically dense, palatable food sources, a phenomenon called hedonic
amplification of feeding. These effects result from the action of plant-derived
cannabinoids that mimic endogenous ligands called endocannabinoids. The high
degree of conservation of cannabinoid signaling at the molecular level across the
animal kingdom suggests hedonic feeding may also be widely conserved. Here we
show that exposure of C. elegans to anandamide, an endocannabinoid common to
nematodes and mammals, shifts both appetitive and consummatory responses toward
nutritionally superior food, an effect analogous to hedonic feeding. We find that
anandamide’s effect on feeding requires the C. elegans cannabinoid receptor NPR-19
but can also be mediated by the human CB1 cannabinoid receptor, indicating
functional conservation between the nematode and mammalian endocannabinoid
systems for regulation of food preferences. Furthermore, Anandamide has reciprocal
effects on appetitive and consummatory responses to food, increasing and decreasing
responses to inferior and superior food respectively. Anandamide’s behavioral effects
require the AWC chemosensory neurons, and anandamide renders these neurons
more sensitive to superior food and less sensitive to inferior food, mirroring the
reciprocal effects seen at the behavioral level. Our findings reveal a surprising degree
of functional conservation in the effects of endocannabinoids on hedonic feeding
across species and establish a new system to investigate the cellular and molecular
basis of endocannabinoid system function in the regulation of food choice.
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My colleagues and I are pleased to resubmit for your consideration the manuscript 
The conserved endocannabinoid anandamide modulates olfactory sensitivity to induce 
hedonic feeding in C. elegans.  
 
In separate studies over the last 10 years, we have been investigating food choice in C. 
elegans as a model for value-based decision making. The present study has an interesting 
origin. In almost literally a “Friday afternoon experiment,” which occurred shortly after 
cannabis was legalized in Oregon, we decided to see if soaking worms in endocannabinoid 
alters existing food preferences. It does. In particular, it makes worms more hungry for 
their favored foods and less hungry for non-favored foods. Thus, the effects of 
endocannabinoid in nematodes parallels the effects of marijuana on human appetites. The 
surprising nature of these findings, together with growing public interest in cannabis 
products, suggests that our research will likely be of interest to the broad readership of 
Current Biology. 
 
Thank you in advance for your consideration. 
 
 
 

Cover Letter



We were very pleased to hear that the referees and editor found our paper, "The conserved 

endocannabinoid anandamide modulates olfactory sensitivity to induce hedonic feeding in C. 

elegans" of sufficient interest to publish in Current Biology, pending our response to Referee 1. 

As this Response Letter indicates, we believe we have addressed all major and minor concerns of 

Referee 1. The other referees reported no concerns. 

 

Acceptance of this paper on or before April 1, 2023 would allow us to report its change of status 

to NIH in time for review of a major grant. We would be sincerely grateful if this deadline could 

be met.  

 

We intend to submit a Figure360 video. However, relative to the above deadline, we ask 

permission to prepare and submit this material while the paper is being readied for publication. 

Please let us know if this request is acceptable.  

 

Major 

 

1. It seems that this phenotype requires very high concentrations of AEA to observe its effects 

(100 μM or 300 μM) and the authors state "The incubation time and relatively high concentration 

reflects the low permeability of the C. elegans cuticle to exogenous molecules". Is there a dose 

dependent effect on these behaviours? Is there no phenotype at all at lower concentrations? I 

could not find anything related to this in this study or others (e.g., Oakes et al 2017). The authors 

should include some assays across different AEA concentrations or reference where this can be 

found to explain the 100 μM or 300 μM concentrations.  

 

It is standard practice in C. elegans pharmacology to expose intact worms to high doses of 

test compounds (Davies et al., 2003; Rand and Johnson, 1995; Vidal-Gadea et al., 2012). As 

mentioned in the text, this is done to overcome the permeation barrier presented by the 

worm’s protective cuticle. We based our AEA dosage on Oakes et al., 2017, Fig. 4E (below), 

which shows how inhibition of pharyngeal pumping varies as a function the concentration of 

AEA and 2-AG, a related endocannabinoid. 

 

  
E, Concentration-dependent 2-

arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG) and 

anandamide (AEA) inhibition of 

pharyngeal pumping (M. Oakes et 

al., 2017). 

 

Response to Reviewers



Furthermore, in pilot pumping-rate and T-maze assays, we did use lower AEA doses (100 

μM and 50 μM, respectively). However, these experiments revealed small, variable effects, 

so we settled on the somewhat higher doses used in this study (300 μM and 100 μM, 

respectively). These doses are nevertheless within the effective range demonstrated by Oakes 

et al. They are also within the range required to elicit all known endocannabinoid phenotypes 

in C. elegans including inhibition of dauer formation, axon regeneration, nociception, and 

locomotion (Estrada-Valencia et al., 2021). In the text, we now refer to the Oakes et al. 

study, and explain how we arrived and the AEA concentrations used (lines 586-593). 

 

Finally, one of the main concerns with high doses of a drug is the emergence of off-target 

effects. However, the complete absence of AEA effects on appetitive behavior in two 

independent alleles of npr-19 mutants (Fig. 4A) makes this possibility unlikely. 

 

 

Minor 

 

1. Intro paragraph line 70 to 78 should state these studies were performed in rats. 

 

Done (line 76). 

 
2. Line 102 "line" should be replaced with "lineage". 

 
Done (line 102). 

 
3. I found it a bit odd that OP50 (Fig S1) is not part of fig 1B even if it has been reported 

previously. It is after all the classical food source and it would be nice to have it as a reference 

alongside the other bacteria in fig 1B. 

 

OP50 was not included in Fig. 1B (now Fig. 1C) because its quality as a food source was not 

measured in the study we used to arrange pumping rate data along the continuum from 

superior to inferior (Avery and Shtonda, 2003). In response to the reviewer’s suggestion, we 

have moved the OP50 data to Fig. 1, panel A2.  For consistency with the inclusion of OP50 

data, the EPG traces used to illustrate the methodology were changed in Fig. 1, panel A1, 

which originally showed feeding DA1877 and DA1885 bacteria, were replaced by traces 

showing feeding in OP50 bacteria. 

 
4.1. Line 216: Could the authors clarify the function of ceh-36 further for a none nematode 

researcher e.g. "the C. elegans Homeodomain Transcription Factor gene ceh-36 involved in ….".  

 

Done (line 218-219). 

 

4.2. Additionally, is ASE function not also impaired in the ceh-36 mutant? 

 

We are not aware of any recordings from ASE neurons in response to chemosensory inputs 

in ceh-36 mutants. Genetic evidence indicates that whereas in AWC ceh-36 is required for 

basal neuronal functionality, in ASE it is required only for left-right differences in ASE-



neuron taste transduction (Lanjuin et al., 2003). Therefore, functional impairments, if any, 

are likely to be minor. Furthermore, in our study (and many others) food choice is driven 

mainly by distal odors, not tastes (Fig. 3A,B). Although ASE does respond to odors, these are 

indirect responses inherited from AWC via peptidergic signaling, which bypasses ASE 

transduction mechanisms (Leinwand et al., 2015). Therefore, any ASE impairments are 

almost certainly irrelevant to the interpretation of ceh-36 mutants in our study. This 

information has been added to the manuscript (lines 220-223). 

 

5. Are there other cannabinoid-like receptors or is npr-19 the only C. elegans cannabinoid-like 

receptor? This should be stated somewhere in the manuscript.   

 

NPR-19 is the only receptor that has been shown to respond to AEA in a heterologous 

expression system (M. D. Oakes et al., 2017). An additional receptor, OCTR-1, has been 

shown to respond to high concentrations of 2-AG in a heterologous expression system but 

was not tested for a response to AEA (M. D. Oakes et al., 2017). Additionally, genetic 

evidence suggests that the G-protein coupled receptor npr-32, the TRPV-like channel osm-9, 

and TRPN-like channel trp-4 may also act as receptors. This information has been added to 

the manuscript (lines 104-106). 

 

6. Line 218: the "x" in this sentence is odd to read. 

 

Changed “strain × AEA interaction” to “strain by AEA interaction” here and throughout. 
 
7. Line 222: Why are "decreases" and "attraction" italicized? 

 

Removed italicization. 
 
8. In the text running order, table 6 is referenced before table 5 therefore they should be inverted. 

 

Fixed. 

 

9. Line 385-388: This paragraph begins by talking about a model. It might be nice to have an 

additional figure panel illustrating this. 

 

We have added this figure to the Discussion (Fig. 6). 
 

10. Table 1: some text is missing "Cell body position and …." 

 

Fixed. 

 

11. Materials and methods section   
a. Line 567: What is the background solution? It is unclear if this is M9 or A0? 

 

We clarified which buffer was used in the different types of experiments (lines 583-587). 

 

b. Line 619: there is some text missing between the and and bracket "and (25"  



 

Now reads “Critically, the percentage of non-responders did not vary between AEA-treated 

and non-treated animals (25.46% vs 22.49% respectively; 𝜒2(1,759) = 0.699, 𝑝 = 0.4031).” 

 

c. Line 629: The figure number is missing "(Fig. )" 

 

Fixed. 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Summary 11 

The ability of cannabis to increase food consumption has been known for centuries. In addition to 12 

producing hyperphagia, cannabinoids can amplify existing preferences for calorically dense, 13 

palatable food sources, a phenomenon called hedonic amplification of feeding. These effects result 14 

from the action of plant-derived cannabinoids that mimic endogenous ligands called 15 

endocannabinoids. The high degree of conservation of cannabinoid signaling at the molecular level 16 

across the animal kingdom suggests hedonic feeding may also be widely conserved. Here we show 17 

that exposure of C. elegans to anandamide, an endocannabinoid common to nematodes and 18 

mammals, shifts both appetitive and consummatory responses toward nutritionally superior food, 19 

an effect analogous to hedonic feeding. We find that anandamide’s effect on feeding requires the 20 

C. elegans cannabinoid receptor NPR-19 but can also be mediated by the human CB1 cannabinoid 21 

receptor, indicating functional conservation between the nematode and mammalian 22 

endocannabinoid systems for regulation of food preferences. Furthermore, anandamide has 23 

reciprocal effects on appetitive and consummatory responses to food, increasing and decreasing 24 

Manuscript Click here to view linked References
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 2 

responses to inferior and superior food respectively. Anandamide’s behavioral effects require the 25 

AWC chemosensory neurons, and anandamide renders these neurons more sensitive to superior 26 

food and less sensitive to inferior food, mirroring the reciprocal effects seen at the behavioral level. 27 

Our findings reveal a surprising degree of functional conservation in the effects of 28 

endocannabinoids on hedonic feeding across species and establish a new system to investigate the 29 

cellular and molecular basis of endocannabinoid system function in the regulation of food choice. 30 

  31 



 3 

Introduction 32 

It has been known for centuries that smoking or ingesting preparations of the plant Cannabis sativa 33 

stimulates appetite.1,2 Users report persistent hunger while intoxicated, even if previously satiated. 34 

This feeling of hunger is often accompanied by a specific desire for foods that are sweet or high in 35 

fat content, a phenomenon colloquially known as “the munchies.”3–8 The effects of cannabinoids 36 

on appetite result mainly from ∆9-tetrahydrobannabinol (THC), a plant-derived cannabinoid. THC 37 

acts at cannabinoid receptors in the brain, mimicking endogenous ligands called 38 

endocannabinoids, which include anandamide (N-arachidonoylethanolamine, AEA) and 2-39 

arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG). AEA and 2-AG are the best studied signaling molecules of the 40 

mammalian endocannabinoid system, which comprises the cannabinoid receptors CB1 and CB2, 41 

metabolic enzymes for synthesis and degradation of the endocannabinoids, and ancillary proteins 42 

involved in receptor trafficking and modulation.9–17  43 

 44 

Numerous studies in laboratory animals have established a strong link between endocannabinoid 45 

signaling and energy homeostasis, defined as the precise matching of caloric intake with energy 46 

expenditure.18 Food deprivation increases endocannabinoid levels in the nucleus accumbens and 47 

hypothalamus, brain regions that express CB1 receptors and contribute to appetitive regulation.19 48 

Systemic administration of THC or endogenous cannabinoids increases feeding.20 Micro-injection 49 

of cannabinoid receptor agonists or endocannabinoids directly into the nucleus accumbens also 50 

increases feeding.21,22 Thus, the endocannabinoid system can be viewed as a short-latency effector 51 

system for restoring energy homeostasis under conditions of food deprivation.18,23–25  52 

 53 
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To respond effectively to an energy deficit, an animal should be driven to seek food (appetitive 54 

behavior) and, once food is encountered, to maximize caloric intake (consummatory behavior). 55 

The endocannabinoid system is capable of orchestrating both aspects of this response. With respect 56 

to appetitive behavior, CB1 agonists reduce the latency to feed26–32 and induce animals to expend 57 

more effort to obtain a food or liquid reward,30,31,33,34 whereas CB1 antagonists have the opposite 58 

effects.26–32 As for consummatory behavior, rodent studies show that administration of THC or 59 

endocannabinoids not only increases consumption, but also alters food preferences in favor of 60 

palatable, calorically dense foods, such as those laden with sugars and fats. For example, THC 61 

causes rats to consume larger quantities of chocolate cake batter without affecting consumption of 62 

concurrently available laboratory pellets.35 It also causes them to consume larger quantities of 63 

sugar water than plain water, and of dry pellets rather than watered-down pellet mash, which is 64 

calorically dilute.36 Administration of endocannabinoids, systemically or directly into the nucleus 65 

accumbens, has similar effects, which can be blocked by administration of CB1 antagonists.22,37,38 66 

Conversely, CB1 antagonists, administered alone, specifically suppress consumption of sweet and 67 

fatty foods in rats39–41 and primates,42 indicating that basal CB1 activation can be regulated up or 68 

down to alter consumption. 69 

 70 

There is experimental support for the hypothesis that cannabinoids amplify the pleasurable or 71 

rewarding aspects of calorically dense foods. This phenomenon has been termed hedonic 72 

amplification,21,43 whereas the food-specific increase in consumption it engenders has been termed 73 

hedonic feeding.44 Although inferences about the subjective experience of animals can be difficult 74 

to establish, cannabinoids have been shown to increase overt expressions of pleasure during 75 

feeding. In rats, for example, both THC and AEA increase the vigor of licking at spouts delivering 76 
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sweet fluids.45,46 Further, the frequency of orofacial movements associated with highly palatable 77 

foods is increased or decreased by injection of THC or a CB1 antagonist respectively, suggesting 78 

that pleasure may be increased by cannabinoid administration.47,48 79 

 80 

The effects of cannabinoids on hedonic responses may be partially chemosensory in origin, 81 

involving both taste (gustation) and smell (olfaction). With respect to gustation, a majority of 82 

sweet-sensitive taste cells in the mouse tongue are immunoreactive to CB1, and a similar 83 

proportion shows heightened responses to saccharin, sucrose, and glucose following 84 

endocannabinoid administration.49,50 These effects are recapitulated in afferent nerves carrying 85 

gustatory signals from the tongue,49 as administration of AEA or 2-AG specifically increases 86 

chorda tympani responses to sweeteners rather than NaCl (salt), HCl (sour), quinine (bitter), or 87 

monosodium glutamate (umami). As for olfaction, CB1 receptors expressed in the olfactory bulb 88 

are required for post-fasting hyperphagia in mice, and THC decreases the threshold for food-odor 89 

detection during exploratory behavior.51  90 

 91 

The high degree of evolutionary conservation of the endocannabinoid system at the molecular 92 

level is well established.52 Although CB1 and CB2 receptors are unique to chordates, there are 93 

numerous candidates for cannabinoid receptors in most animals. Furthermore, orthologs of the 94 

enzymes involved in synthesis and degradation of endocannabinoids occur throughout the animal 95 

kingdom. This degree of molecular conservation, coupled with the universal need in organisms to 96 

regulate energy balance, suggests the hypothesis that hedonic amplification and hedonic feeding 97 

are also widely conserved, but studies in animals other than rodents and primates appear to be 98 

lacking. 99 
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 100 

The present study tests the hypothesis that the hedonic effects of cannabinoids are conserved in 101 

the nematode C. elegans. This organism diverged from the lineage leading to mammals more 102 

than 500 million years ago.53 Nevertheless, C. elegans has a fully elaborated endocannabinoid 103 

signaling system including:54 (i) functionally validated endocannabinoid receptors NPR-19, 104 

which most closely resembles the mammalian CB1 receptor, and OCTR-1, and putative 105 

receptors encoded by npr-32, osm-9, and trp-4;55–57 (ii) the endocannabinoids AEA and 2-AG, 106 

which it shares with mammals,45,58–60 (iii) orthologs of the mammalian endocannabinoid 107 

synthesis enzymes NAPE-PLD and DAGL,61 and (iv) orthologs of the endocannabinoid 108 

degradative enzymes FAAH and MAGL (Y97E10AL.2 in worms).55 Endocannabinoid signaling 109 

in C. elegans is currently known to contribute to six main phenotypes: (i) axon navigation during 110 

regeneration,56,62 (ii) lifespan regulation related to dietary restriction,61,63 (iii) progression 111 

through developmental stages,61,64 (iv) suppression of nociceptive withdrawal responses,55 (v) 112 

inhibition of feeding rate,55 and (vi) inhibition of locomotion.55,57  113 

 114 

The feeding ecology of C. elegans supports the possibility of hedonic feeding in this organism. C. 115 

elegans feeds on bacteria in decaying plant matter.65 It finds bacteria through chemotaxis guided 116 

by a combination of gustatory and olfactory cues.66,67 Bacteria are ingested through the worm's 117 

pharynx, a rhythmically active muscular pump that constitutes the animal’s throat. Although C. 118 

elegans is an omnivorous bacterivore, different species of bacteria have a characteristic nutritional 119 

quality as a food source defined by the growth rate of individual worms feeding on that species.68 120 

Hatchlings are naïve to food quality but in a matter of hours begin to exhibit a preference for 121 
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nutritionally superior species (henceforth superior food) over nutritionally inferior species 122 

(henceforth inferior food).69  123 

 124 

Here we show that exposure of C. elegans to the endocannabinoid AEA biases both consummatory 125 

and appetitive responses toward superior food. With respect to consummatory behavior, animals 126 

exposed to AEA increase their feeding rate on superior food and decrease their feeding rate on 127 

inferior food. As for appetitive behavior, the fraction of worms approaching and dwelling on 128 

patches of superior food increases whereas the fraction approaching and dwelling on inferior food 129 

decreases. Taken together, the consummatory and appetitive manifestations of cannabinoid 130 

exposure in C. elegans imply increased consumption of superior food characteristic of hedonic 131 

feeding on calorically dense foods by mammals. We also find that AEA's effects require the NPR-132 

19 cannabinoid receptor. Further, AEA's effects persist when npr-19 gene is replaced by the human 133 

CB1 receptor-gene CNR1, indicating a high degree of conservation between the nematode and 134 

mammalian endocannabinoid systems. At the neuronal level, we find that under the influence of 135 

AEA, AWC, an olfactory neuron required for chemotaxis to food, becomes more sensitive to 136 

superior food and less sensitive to inferior food. Together, our findings indicate that the hedonic 137 

effects of endocannabinoids may be conserved in C. elegans. 138 

  139 
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Results 140 

AEA exposure increases consumption of superior food 141 

In mammals, cannabinoids can selectively increase consumption of foods that are nutritionally 142 

superior in the sense that they are calorically dense.35,36 We asked whether cannabinoids can 143 

selectively increase consumption of nutritionally superior food in C. elegans, where nutritional 144 

quality is defined in terms of the growth rate of individual worms.68 C. elegans swallows bacteria 145 

by rhythmically contracting its pharynx; each contraction is called a pump. To quantify 146 

consumption, we recorded pumping rate electrically in individual worms restrained in a 147 

microfluidic channel containing a single type of food (OD600 0.8; Figure 1A).70,71 We first tested 148 

the effect of AEA exposure on consumption of the bacterial strain OP50, a classical laboratory 149 

food source. As previously reported,72 AEA exposure decreased consumption of OP50 (Figure 1A, 150 

1B; Table S1, line 1). We then tested the effect of AEA exposure on consumption of five bacteria 151 

strains for which objective quality as a food source has been measured.68 Baseline food 152 

consumption in unexposed worms did not correlate with nutritional quality. Nevertheless, AEA 153 

exposure increased the consumption of superior food, decreased the consumption of inferior food, 154 

and had no effect on food of intermediate quality (Figure 1C; Table S1, lines 2-6).72 We conclude 155 

that AEA induces hedonic feeding in C. elegans. Furthermore, its effects on feeding are reciprocal, 156 

increasing and decreasing consumption of superior and inferior food, respectively.  157 

 158 

AEA exposure increases appetitive responses to superior food 159 

In mammals, cannabinoids cause a shift toward nutritionally superior food not only in 160 

consummatory behavior but also appetitive behavior, defined as the tendency to seek a particular 161 

food. We asked whether cannabinoids can selectively increase appetitive responses to nutritionally 162 
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superior food in C. elegans, measured in terms of chemotaxis preference. We began by assessing 163 

changes in relative preference for the superior food DA1877 and the inferior food DA1885. 164 

Preference was measured by placing a small population of worms at the start of a T-maze (Figure 165 

2A) baited with patches of the two bacteria strains at equal concentration (OD600 1). The T-maze 166 

assay is analogous to mammalian studies in which both palatable and standard food options are 167 

simultaneously available.22,35–38 The number of worms in each food patch was counted at 15-168 

minute intervals for one hour. Preference index I at each time point was quantified as 𝐼 =169 

(𝑛S − 𝑛I) (𝑛S + 𝑛I⁄ ), where 𝑛S and 𝑛I are the number of worms on superior and inferior food, 170 

respectively; 𝐼 = 0 indicates indifference between the two food types. We pre-exposed well-fed 171 

worms from the reference strain N2 to 100 µM AEA for 20 min in foodless M9 buffer. We found 172 

that AEA exposure increased preference for superior food (Figure 2B, C; Table S2, line 2). This 173 

effect lasted at least 60 minutes without significant decrement (Figure 2B; Table S2, lines 3-4) 174 

despite the absence of AEA on the assay plates.  175 

 176 

One interpretation of the data in Figure 2B-C is that AEA exposure specifically increases the 177 

attractiveness of superior food relative to inferior food. However, an alternative interpretation is 178 

that AEA promotes the attractiveness of whichever food is already preferred under the baseline 179 

conditions of the experiment (AEA–). To distinguish between these possibilities, we titrated the 180 

densities of superior and inferior food until, under baseline conditions, neither food was preferred 181 

(𝐼 ≈ 0; Figure 2D, E; Figure S1A, B). Under these conditions, AEA still increased the preference 182 

for superior food (Table S2, lines 6, 10). This finding suggests that AEA differentially affects 183 

accumulation based on food identity. We also tested the effect of AEA on preference for a second 184 

pair of superior and inferior bacteria, HB101 and DA837, for which the difference in nutritional 185 
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quality is smaller than in the previous pair (Figure 2F; Figure S1C); as before, the baseline 186 

preference was titrated approximately to zero. Once again, AEA caused increased preference for 187 

superior food (Table S2, line 14). Taken together, the data in Figure 2B-F show that AEA’s ability 188 

to increase preference for superior food is limited neither to a particular pair of foods nor their 189 

relative concentrations.  190 

 191 

Because worms in the T-maze could occupy foodless regions between the food patches, the 192 

increase in preference index could represent increased attraction to superior food, decreased 193 

attraction to inferior food, or both. An increase in the preference index that resulted only from 194 

decreased attraction to inferior food would not be evidence of increased appetitive responses to 195 

superior food. However, further analysis revealed that AEA exposure increased the fraction of 196 

worms on superior food (Figure 2G; Table S2, line 18), and decreased the fraction of animals on 197 

inferior food (Figure 2G; Table S2, line 22). Thus, AEA-induced changes in appetitive responses 198 

to superior and inferior food that result in increased accumulation on superior food are consistent 199 

with the increased appetitive responses to superior food. We conclude that AEA has reciprocal 200 

actions on both appetitive and consummatory responses. 201 

 202 

Chemosensory correlates of hedonic feeding 203 

Accumulation in a food patch is determined by only two factors: the rates of food-patch entry and 204 

exit. AEA could modulate appetitive responses by acting on either or both rates. Chemotaxis 205 

toward food patches is driven mainly by olfactory neurons responding to distal cues.66,67 Thus, 206 

changes in entry rate as a function of AEA exposure would imply changes in the function of 207 

olfactory neurons. We therefore added a paralytic agent73 to both food patches in the T-maze, 208 
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thereby setting exit rate to zero. We found that AEA still produced a marked increase in preference 209 

for superior food (Figure 3A; Table S3, line 2), showing that it differentially affects patch entry 210 

rates.  211 

 212 

We next considered the possibility that AEA acts on specific olfactory neurons to produce the 213 

appetitive component of hedonic feeding. C. elegans senses food-related odors by 11 classes of 214 

chemosensory neurons (two neurons/class).67,74 We focused on AWC, a class of olfactory neurons 215 

that respond directly to many volatile odors75 and are required for chemotaxis to them.67 We 216 

measured AEA’s effect on preference in ceh-36 mutants, in which AWC function is impaired. The 217 

gene ceh-36 is expressed by AWC and encodes a homeodomain transcription factor required for 218 

expression of genes essential for chemosensory transduction.76,77 Accordingly, ceh-36 mutants are 219 

strongly defective in chemotaxis toward food-related odors sensed by AWC.77 ceh-36 is also 220 

expressed in one other chemosensory neuron class, ASE, but as ASE neurons inherit their 221 

sensitivity to odorants via peptidergic signaling from AWC, loss of appetitive responses to food in 222 

ceh-36 mutants would nevertheless be attributable to loss of AWC function. In T-maze assays 223 

comparing appetitive responses in ceh-36 mutants and N2 worms, we found a modest strain by 224 

AEA interaction (p = 0.08), and a significant effect of AEA in N2 animals that was absent in the 225 

mutants (Figure 3B; Figure S2A, B; Table S3, lines 6, 10-11, 13). This finding indicates that AWC 226 

is required for the appetitive component of hedonic feeding.  227 

 228 

AWC is activated by decreases in the concentration of food or food-related odors.74,78,79 AWC can 229 

nevertheless promote attraction to food patches because its activation truncates locomotory head 230 

bends away from the odor source, thereby steering the animal toward it. Additionally, its activation 231 
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causes the animal to stop moving forward, reverse, and resume locomotion in a new direction 232 

better aligned with the source, a behavioral motif known as a pirouette.80 To test whether AEA 233 

alters AWC sensitivity to superior and inferior foods, we compared AWC calcium transients in 234 

response to the removal of food in N2 worms exposed to AEA, and in unexposed controls. In 235 

unexposed animals, AWC neurons responded equally to the removal of either food (Figure 3C, D, 236 

Table S3, line 21). However, exposure to AEA caused a reciprocal change in food sensitivity, 237 

increasing AWC’s response to the removal of superior food and decreasing its response to the 238 

removal of inferior food (Figure 3C, D, Table S3, lines 17, 19-20, 22). These reciprocal effects 239 

mirror AEA’s effect on both the consummatory and appetitive aspects of hedonic feeding (Figures 240 

1 and 2) and are consistent with a model in which hedonic feeding is triggered, at least in part, by 241 

modulation of chemosensation in AWC neurons.  242 

 243 

Dissection of signaling pathways required for hedonic feeding  244 

The G-protein coupled receptor NPR-19, encoded by the C. elegans gene npr-19, has been shown 245 

to be required for AEA-mediated suppression of withdrawal responses and feeding rate.55 To test 246 

whether npr-19 is required for hedonic feeding, we measured food preference in two deletion 247 

alleles of npr-19 following exposure to AEA. Mutant worms failed to exhibit increased preference 248 

for superior food (Figure 4A; Figure S2C-F; Table S4, lines 6-7, 10-11). This defect was rescued 249 

by over-expressing npr-19 under control of the native npr-19 promoter (Figure 4A; Figure S2E, 250 

F, G; Table S4, lines 19-20, 22). We conclude that npr-19 is required for the appetitive component 251 

of hedonic feeding. This defect was also rescued by over-expressing the human cannabinoid 252 

receptor gene CNR1 (Figure 4A; Figure S2E, F, H; Table S4, lines 28-29, 31). This finding 253 
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indicates a remarkable degree of conservation between the nematode and human endocannabinoid 254 

systems, as previously reported.55 255 

 256 

The foregoing results suggest a model of hedonic feeding in C. elegans in which activation of the 257 

NPR-19 receptor by AEA triggers reciprocal changes in AWC’s food sensitivity to induce the 258 

appetitive component of hedonic feeding. We therefore tested whether npr-19 is required for 259 

AEA’s effects on AWC. The effect of AEA on AWC’s response to food was abolished in npr-19 260 

mutants (Figure 4B, C, Table S4, lines 34, 37-38, 43, 46-47). This phenotype was partially rescued 261 

by over-expression of npr-19 under control of the native npr-19 promoter (Figure S3A, B, Table 262 

S5, lines 3, 6-7,12, 15-16), and by over-expression of human cannabinoid receptor gene CNR1 263 

(Figure S3C, D, Table S5, lines 22, 25-26, 31, 34-35). We conclude that the appetitive component 264 

of AEA-induced hedonic feeding requires both the NPR-19 receptor and AWC neurons, and that 265 

activation of the NPR-19 receptor by AEA triggers reciprocal changes in AWC’s food sensitivity, 266 

contributing to increased preference for superior food.  267 

 268 

The simplest explanation for AEA’s effect on AWC would be that NPR-19 is expressed in AWC, 269 

and its activation by AEA produces the observed reciprocal modulation of AWC sensitivity to 270 

superior and inferior foods. To characterize the npr-19 expression pattern, we expressed a pnpr-271 

19::GFP transgene together with either pcho-1::mCherry or peat-4::mCherry, two markers whose 272 

neuronal expression pattern is known completely.81,82 We observed expression of npr-19 in ap-273 

proximately 29 neuron somata in the head and 8 in the tail (Figure 5A, Table S6). Using positional 274 

cues in addition to the markers, we positively identified 28 of the GFP-positive somata, which fell 275 

into 15 neuron classes (Table 1). These classes could be organized into four functional groups: 276 
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sensory neurons (URX, ASG, AWA, and PHC), interneurons (RIA, RIM, and LUA), motor neu-277 

rons (URA and PDA), and pharyngeal neurons (M1, M3, MI, MC, I2, and I4). Although AWC 278 

could be identified in every worm by its characteristic position in the peat-4::mCherry expressing 279 

strain, co-expression of pnpr-19::GFP transgene was not observed in this neuron class. Our ex-280 

pression data, together with the absence of significant npr-19 expression in AWC in RNA sequenc-281 

ing experiments based on the C. elegans Neuronal Gene Expression Map & Network (CeNGEN) 282 

consortium,83 suggests that AWC does not express npr-19. These findings are inconsistent with a 283 

direct model of action of AEA on AWC neurons mediated by the NPR-19 receptor. 284 

 285 

The npr-19 expression pattern supports two possible indirect models of AEA’s effect on AWC. In 286 

the first model, AWC inherits its sensitivity to AEA from AEA-sensitive synaptic pathways that 287 

involve classical neurotransmitters; this mechanism is plausible because cannabinoid signaling is 288 

known to inhibit release of classical neurotransmitters in mammals.84 In the second model, AWC 289 

inherits its sensitivity from AEA-sensitive signaling pathways that involve neuromodulators85. To 290 

test whether classical synaptic pathways render AWC sensitive to AEA, we imaged AWC activity 291 

in worms with a null mutation in unc-13, the C. elegans homolog of Munc13, which is required 292 

for exocytosis of the clear-core synaptic vesicles that contain classical neurotransmitters.86 In unc-293 

13 mutants, exposure to AEA caused a reciprocal change in food sensitivity, just as in N2. (Figure 294 

5B, C; Table S7, lines 3, 6-7, 9, 13, 15-16, 18). This result makes it unlikely that AWC inherits its 295 

AEA sensitivity from synaptic pathways that involve classical neurotransmitters.  296 

 297 

We next investigated the model in which AEA causes the release of neuromodulators that might 298 

act on AWC. Most neuromodulatory substances, such as neuropeptides and biogenic amines, are 299 
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released by exocytosis of dense-core vesicles.87,88 Gene expression data83 indicate that most of the 300 

npr-19-expressing neurons also express unc-31 (11 out of 15, Table 1),89 the C. elegans ortholog 301 

of human CADPS/CAPS, a gene required for exocytosis of dense-core vesicles. This 302 

correspondence provides an anatomical substrate for cannabinoid-mediated release of 303 

neuromodulators. We therefore recorded from AWC in an unc-31 deletion mutant. If AEA’s effect 304 

on AWC were solely the result of neuromodulation mediated by unc-31, one would expect this 305 

mutation to phenocopy npr-19 null, exhibiting no AEA effects on AWC responses. This appeared 306 

to be the case for the response to superior food, in which there was no effect of AEA (Figure 5D, 307 

E; Table S7, lines 21, 24-25, 27). Although AWC responses to inferior food were still modulated 308 

by AEA, they were increased rather than decreased (Figure 5D, E; Table S7, lines 31, 33, 36). We 309 

conclude that AEA’s modulation of AWC food sensitivity is severely disrupted in unc-31 mutants. 310 

We cannot rule out the possibility that overall disruption of neuromodulation in unc-31 mutants 311 

results in non-specific developmental or functional disruption in AWC physiology. Nevertheless, 312 

the phenotypes of unc-13 and unc-31 taken together support a model in which NPR-19 receptors 313 

activated by AEA promote the release of dense-core vesicles containing modulatory substances 314 

that act on AWC (Figure 6).  315 

  316 
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Discussion 317 

In mammals, administration of THC or endocannabinoids induces hedonic feeding. The present 318 

study provides two converging lines of evidence supporting the hypothesis that cannabinoids in-319 

duce hedonic feeding in C. elegans. First, in the five bacteria strains for which food quality has 320 

previously been characterized,68 AEA reciprocally altered food consumption, causing worms to 321 

feed at higher and lower rates on superior food and inferior food, respectively (Figure 1C), with 322 

no effect on a food of intermediate quality. We found that this trend extends to a sixth strain, OP50, 323 

whose quality as a food source was not previously characterized but is likely to be an inferior 324 

food,90,91 as its consumption was suppressed by AEA, as previously reported (Figure 1B).55 In the 325 

second line of evidence, AEA can differentially alter appetitive behavior. AEA exposure causes 326 

increased preference for superior food, which can be traced to a larger proportion of worms accu-327 

mulating on superior food and smaller proportion accumulating on inferior food (Figure 2G). In 328 

the T-maze assay, individual worms are capable of exiting one patch and entering the other multi-329 

ple times over the duration of the experiments.69 Thus, the proportions of worms accumulating in 330 

each patch are mathematically equivalent to the average fraction of time that an individual worm 331 

spends feeding in each patch. Therefore, even if worms were feeding at the same rate in the two 332 

patches, consumption of superior food would be increased under the influence of AEA. We can 333 

therefore infer that the effect of AEA on accumulation is further evidence of increased consump-334 

tion of superior food. Together, these findings support the conclusion that AEA induces hedonic 335 

feeding in C. elegans. 336 

 337 
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Our findings confirm and extend previous investigations concerning the role of the endocanna-338 

binoid system in regulating feeding in C. elegans. We confirmed expression of npr-19 in the in-339 

hibitory pharyngeal motor neuron M3 and the sensory neuron URX.55 We extended these results 340 

by identifying 13 additional npr-19 expressing neurons, including sensory neurons, interneurons, 341 

and motor neurons. Of particular interest is the detection of npr-19 expression in five additional 342 

pharyngeal neurons. Thus, 6 of the 20 neurons comprising the pharyngeal nervous system are po-343 

tential sites for endocannabinoid mediated regulation of pumping rate. Interestingly, these 6 neu-344 

rons include the motor neuron MC, the pacemaker regulating pharyngeal pumping frequency,92,93 345 

and M3, which regulates pump duration.94 It will now be illuminating to investigate the neuronal 346 

mechanism underlying reciprocal modulation of pumping rate in response to superior and inferior 347 

foods. 348 

 349 

To date, only a small number of studies have examined the effects of cannabinoids on feeding and 350 

food preference in invertebrates. Early in evolution, the predominant effect may have been feeding 351 

inhibition. For example, cannabinoid exposure shortens bouts of feeding in Hydra95 and larvae of 352 

the tobacco hornworm moth Manduca sexta prefer to eat leaves containing lower rather than higher 353 

concentrations of the phytocannabinoid cannabidiol.96 In adult fruit flies (Drosophila melano-354 

gaster), exposure to phyto- or endocannabinoids (AEA and 2-AG) for several days before testing 355 

reduces consumption of standard food.97 On the other hand, in side-by-side tests of sugar-yeast 356 

solutions with and without added phyto- or endocannabinoids, flies prefer the cannabinoid-spiked 357 

option. The picture that emerges is that whereas the original response to cannabinoids may have 358 
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been feeding suppression, through evolution the opposite effect arose, sometimes in the same or-359 

ganism. As we have shown, C. elegans exhibits both increases and decreases in consummatory 360 

and appetitive responses under the influence of cannabinoids.  361 

 362 

Although administration of cannabinoids causes hedonic feeding in C. elegans and mammals, 363 

there are notable differences in how it is expressed. One experimental design commonly used in 364 

mammalian studies is to measure consumption of a single test food, which is either standard la-365 

boratory food or calorically dense food. In such experiments, consumption of both types of food 366 

is increased following cannabinoid system activation.20,98,99 The analogous experiment in the pre-367 

sent study is the experiment of Figure 1, in which consumption was measured in response to dif-368 

ferent foods presented alone, ranging from nutritionally superior to inferior. We found that con-369 

sumption of superior food increases as in mammalian studies whereas, in contrast, consumption 370 

of inferior food decreases. A second experimental design commonly used in mammalian studies 371 

is to measure consumption of standard and calorically dense foods when both options are simulta-372 

neously available. In this type of experiment, cannabinoids increase consumption of calorically 373 

dense food, but consumption of standard food is unchanged.22,35–38 Cannabinoid receptor antago-374 

nists produce the complementary effect: reduced consumption of calorically dense food with little 375 

or no change in consumption of standard food.40,41 The analogous experiments in the present study 376 

are the T-maze assays in which maze arms are baited with superior and inferior food. We find that 377 

following cannabinoid administration, consumption of superior food increases whereas consump-378 

tion of inferior food decreases.  379 

 380 
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Considering both experimental designs, cannabinoids in C. elegans have reciprocal effects on con-381 

sumption, whereas in mammals this appears not to be the case. It is conceivable that reciprocal 382 

responses are energetically advantageous in that they produce a stronger bias in favor of superior 383 

food than a unidirectional response, raising the question of why reciprocal responses have not been 384 

reported in mammals. There are, of course, considerable differences in the feeding ecology of 385 

nematodes and mammals, possibly making unidirectional responses a better strategy in mammals. 386 

On the other hand, differences in experimental procedures may explain the absence of reciprocal 387 

responses in mammals. In mammalian studies in which the two foods are presented together, stand-388 

ard and calorically dense foods are placed in close proximity such that there is essentially no cost 389 

in terms of physical effort for the animal to switch between feeding locations. It is conceivable 390 

that increasing the switching cost100 could lead to a differential effect on consumption in mammals.  391 

 392 

We propose the following model of differential accumulation on food leading to hedonic feeding 393 

in C. elegans (Figure 6). The model focuses on the olfactory neuron AWC, which is necessary and 394 

sufficient for navigation to the source of food-related odors101 and whose responses exhibit recip-395 

rocal modulation by AEA. In mammals, cannabinoids have been observed to modify chemosensi-396 

tivity in the periphery and brain. Both AEA and 2-AG amplify the response of primary chemosen-397 

sory cells, such as sweet-taste cells in the tongue,49,50 which might explain increased consumption 398 

of sweet foods and liquids. Cannabinoids can also increase the sensitivity of the mammalian central 399 

olfactory system during food-odor exploration.51,102,103 We found that AEA alters the sensitivity 400 

of the olfactory neuron AWC. In unexposed worms, AWC is equally sensitive to superior and 401 

inferior food, suggesting it cannot detect a difference in the odors released by the two food types. 402 

However, in remarkable alignment with the reciprocal changes we observed in consumption, AEA 403 
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makes this neuron more sensitive and less sensitive to superior food and inferior food, respectively. 404 

Previous studies have demonstrated that activating AWC, by decreasing attractant concentration 405 

or by exogenous activation, triggers reorientation toward attractants.101,104–106 The increased re-406 

sponse of AWC to removal of superior food triggered by AEA likely enhances reorientation to-407 

ward such food; conversely, the decreased response to removal of inferior food likely weakens 408 

reorientation to such food. The requirement for ceh-36 in rendering C. elegans food preferences 409 

sensitive to AEA suggests that AWC neurons provide a link between AEA and hedonic feeding. 410 

However, we do not exclude the possibility of contributions from other chemosensory neurons. Of 411 

particular interest are the two chemosensory neurons AWA and ASG, both of which express npr-412 

19 and are required for chemotaxis.66,67 It will now be important to map cannabinoid sensitivity 413 

across the entire population of food-sensitive neurons to understand how cannabinoids alter the 414 

overall chemosensory representation of superior and inferior foods.  415 

 416 

AEA’s effect on AWC appears to be indirect. Our results are consistent with a model in which 417 

AEA activates NPR-19 receptors to promote release of dense-core vesicles containing neuromod-418 

ulators that act on AWC. This model is supported by evidence in C. elegans that 2-AG, which 419 

activates NPR-19, stimulates widespread release of serotonin;55,57 therefore, NPR-19 activation 420 

seems capable of promoting dense-core vesicle release. Additionally, AWC expresses receptors 421 

for biogenic amines and responds to neuropeptides released by neighboring neurons,107,108 sug-422 

gesting that it has postsynaptic mechanisms for responding to various neuromodulators. Identifi-423 

cation of one or more neuromodulators responsible for AEA’s effect on AWC, together with their 424 

associated receptors, will help answer the question of how AEA causes reciprocal changes in food-425 

odor sensitivity. 426 
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 427 

Our results establish a new role for endocannabinoids in C. elegans: the induction of hedonic feed-428 

ing. The endocannabinoid system and its molecular constituents offer significant prospects for 429 

pharmacological management of health, including eating disorders and substance abuse.109 Clear 430 

parallels between the behavioral, neuronal, and genetic basis of hedonic feeding in C. elegans and 431 

mammals establish the utility of this organism as a new genetic model for the investigation of 432 

molecular and cellular bases of these and related disorders. 433 
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Figure titles and legends 463 

Figure 1. AEA-mediated hedonic feeding: consummatory behavior. A. Electrical recordings 464 

of pharyngeal pumping in two individual worms under the conditions shown. Each spike is the 465 

electrical correlate of one pharyngeal pump. Traces are representative of the median pumping 466 

frequency under each condition. B. Effect of AEA on mean pumping frequency in OP50 (OD 0.8). 467 

C. Effect of AEA on mean pumping frequency in five different bacteria species (OD 0.8). Pairs of 468 

bars are ordered (left to right) according to growth rate of C. elegans, defined as the inverse of the 469 

number of days to grow from L1 to adult, when cultivated on the corresponding bacteria; each 470 

growth rate value is the mean of four test conditions in previously published work. Gray bars, 471 

AEA–. Black bars, AEA+. Red lines, median pumping frequency. For details of statistics see Table 472 

S1. Symbols, *, 𝑝 < 0.05; **, 𝑝 < 0.01; ***, 𝑝 < 0.001; n.s., not significant. Error bars, 95% 473 

confidence interval. Number of recorded worms is shown in parentheses. 474 

 475 

Figure 2. AEA-mediated hedonic feeding: appetitive behavior. A. Food preference assay. T-476 

maze arms were baited with patches of superior (blue) and inferior (orange) bacteria. B. Mean 477 

preference index (𝐼) versus time for AEA-exposed animals (AEA+) and unexposed controls 478 

(AEA–), where 𝐼 > 0 is preference for superior food, 𝐼 < 0 is preference for inferior food, and 𝐼 = 479 

0 is indifference (dashed line). Superior food, DA1877, OD600 1; inferior food, DA1885, OD600 1. 480 

C. Summary of the data in B. Each dot is mean preference over time in a single T-maze assay. Dot 481 

color indicates preference index according to the color scale on the right. D, E. Effect of AEA on 482 

preference when baseline preference is statistically indistinguishable from the indifference point 483 

(symbols and color scale as in C). For preference time courses, see Figure S1A, B. In D: Superior 484 

food, DA1877, OD600 0.5; inferior food, DA1885, OD600 3. In E: superior food, DA1877, OD600 485 
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0.5; inferior food, DA1885, OD600 8. F. Effect of AEA on preference for a different pair of superior 486 

and inferior bacteria. Superior food, HB101, OD600 0.5; inferior food, DA837, OD600 2.2 (symbols 487 

and color scale as in C). For preference time course, see Figure S1C. G. Effect of AEA on fraction 488 

of worms in superior and inferior food patches versus time. Same experiment as in panels B, C. 489 

For statistics see Table S2. Symbols: *, 𝑝 < 0.05; **, 𝑝 < 0.01; ***, 𝑝 < 0.001; n.s., not significant. 490 

Error bars, 95% confidence interval. 491 

 492 

Figure 3. Chemosensory correlate of hedonic feeding. A. Mean preference index (𝐼) versus time 493 

for AEA-exposed animals (AEA+) and unexposed controls (AEA–) when sodium azide was added 494 

to food patches. Superior food, DA1877, OD600 0.5; inferior food, DA1885, OD600 3. B. Effect of 495 

AEA on preference in N2 and ceh-36 mutants. Superior food, DA1877, OD600 0.5; inferior 496 

DA1885, OD600 8. Each dot is mean preference in a single T-maze assay. For preference time 497 

course, see Figure S2A, B. C. Effect of AEA on the amplitude of AWC calcium transients in 498 

response to the removal of superior or inferior food in N2 worms. Each trace is average normalized 499 

fluorescence change (Δ𝐹 𝐹⁄ ) versus time. Superior food (blue), DA1877, OD600 1; inferior food 500 

(orange), DA1885, OD600 1. D. Summary of the data in C, showing mean peak Δ𝐹 𝐹⁄ . For statistics 501 

in A-D, see Table S3. Symbols: *, 𝑝 < 0.05; **, 𝑝 < 0.01; n.s., not significant. Error bars and 502 

shading, 95% confidence interval. 503 

 504 

Figure 4. Requirement of NPR-19 for hedonic feeding and chemosensory modulation. A. 505 

Effect of AEA on preference in N2 worms and the indicated genetic background. Separate N2 506 

control groups were used for npr-19(tm2574) vs and npr-19(ok2068) and rescue strains as these 507 

two sets of experiments were not contemporaneous. Superior food, DA1877, OD600 0.5; inferior 508 
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food, DA1885, OD600 8. Each dot is mean preference over time in a single T-maze assay. Dot color 509 

indicates preference index according to the color scale on the right. For preference time course, 510 

see Figure S2. B. Effect of AEA on amplitude of AWC calcium transients in response to the 511 

removal of superior or inferior food in npr-19(ok2068). Each trace is average normalized 512 

fluorescence change (Δ𝐹 𝐹⁄ ) versus time. Superior food (blue), DA1877, OD600 1; inferior food 513 

(orange), DA1885, OD600 1. C. Summary of the data in B, showing mean peak Δ𝐹 𝐹⁄ . See also 514 

Figure S3 and Table S5. For statistics in A-C, see Table S4. Symbols: *, 𝑝 < 0.05; **, 𝑝 < 0.01; 515 

n.s., not significant. Error bars and shading, 95% confidence interval. 516 

 517 

Figure 5. Genetic pathways underlying AEA-mediated AWC modulation. A. Expression 518 

pattern of npr-19 in head and tail neurons. npr-19 expression is shown in green. Left, eat-4 519 

expression, labeling glutamatergic neurons, is shown in magenta. Dashed circle, the soma of 520 

AWC, which is glutamatergic. Right, cho-1 expression, labeling cholinergic neurons, is shown in 521 

magenta. Top, bottom, head and tail expression, respectively. B. Effect of AEA on amplitude of 522 

AWC calcium transients in response to the removal of superior or inferior food in unc-13 null 523 

mutants. Each trace is average normalized fluorescence change (Δ𝐹 𝐹⁄ ) versus time. Superior food 524 

(blue), DA1877, OD600 1; inferior food (orange), DA1885, OD600 1. C. Summary of the data in B, 525 

showing mean peak Δ𝐹 𝐹⁄ . D. Effect of AEA on amplitude of AWC calcium transients in response 526 

to the removal of superior or inferior food in unc-31 null mutants. Each trace is average normalized 527 

fluorescence change (Δ𝐹 𝐹⁄ ) versus time. Superior food (blue), DA1877, OD600 1; inferior food 528 

(orange), DA1885, OD600 1. E. Summary of the data in D, showing mean peak Δ𝐹 𝐹⁄ . See also 529 

Table S6. For statistics in B-E, see Table S7. Symbols: *, 𝑝 < 0.05; **, 𝑝 < 0.01; n.s., not 530 

significant. Error bars and shading, 95% confidence interval. 531 
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 532 

Figure 6. A model for AEA-induced hedonic feeding. AEA binds to NPR-19 on a neuron up-533 

stream of AWC, releasing dense-core vesicle release containing neuromodulators. These neuro-534 

modulators increase AWC’s activation in response to superior food removal and, conversely, de-535 

creases AWC’s activation in response to inferior food removal. As AWC causes worm attraction 536 

to, and retention in food patches, this bidirectional modulation leads to increased aggregation of 537 

worms on superior food and decreased aggregation on inferior food. 538 

 539 

 540 

541 
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Tables 542 

Table 1. npr-19-expressing neurons. The npr-19 expression pattern was characterized by ex-543 

pressing a pnpr-19::GFP transgene together with either pcho-1::mCherry or peat-4::mCherry, la-544 

beling cholinergic and glutamatergic neurons, respectively.81,82 GFP-positive neurons that ex-545 

pressed neither of the markers were identified by position and morphology, and confirmed by 546 

cross-reference to CeNGEN expression data showing npr-19. Neurotransmitter identity and unc-547 

31 expression of each identified neuron class are shown for comparison.83,85  See also Table S6. 548 

  549 
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STAR methods 550 

Resource availability 551 

Lead contact  552 

Requests for strains, information or datasets should be directed to the lead contact, Shawn 553 

R. Lockery (shawn@uoregon.edu).  554 

Materials availability  555 

Strains and plasmids generated in this study are available upon request to the lead contact. 556 

Data and code availability  557 

 All datasets will be shared by the lead contact upon request. 558 

 This paper does not report original code. 559 

 Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is 560 

available from the lead contact upon request.  561 

 562 

 563 

Experimental model and subject details 564 

Strains. Animals were cultivated under standard conditions111 using E. coli OP50 as a food 

source. Young adults of the following strains were used in all experiments: (see Key Resources 

Table for details): N2, Bristol (Reference strain), FK311, RB1668, C02H7.2(tm2574), XL324, 

XL325 (Preference and feeding assays), XL322, XL327, XL326, XL346, XL348 (Calcium imag-

ing), XL334, XL335 (npr-19 expression pattern).  

 565 

Bacteria. The following bacterial strains were used in this study (see Key Resources Table for 566 

details): DA1885 (Bacillus simplex), DA1877 (Comamonas sp.), E. Coli HB101, E. Coli DA837, 567 
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E. Coli OP50 and DA1881 (S13, Bacillus cereus). Bacteria were grown overnight at 37˚C (in 568 

presence of 50 mg/mL streptomycin for streptomycin-resistant strains: DA1877, DA1885, 569 

HB101). 570 

 571 

Method details  572 

Bacteria preparation. Bacteria were concentrated by centrifugation, rinsed three times 573 

with either M9 buffer (for EPG experiments) or A0 buffer (for behavioral/imaging experiments; 574 

MgSO4 1 mM, CaCl2 1 mM, HEPES 10 mM, glycerol to 350 mOsm, pH 7.1), and resuspended 575 

to their final concentration. Concentration was defined as optical density at 600 nm (OD600), as 576 

measured with a DSM cell density meter (Laxco, Bothell, WA, USA). All measurements were 577 

performed on samples diluted into the linear range of the instrument (OD600 0.1-1). Previous 578 

experiments determined that OD600 1 corresponds to approximately 2.35 × 109 and 2.00 × 109 579 

colony forming units/mL of Comamonas and B. Simplex, respectively (Katzen et al., 2021). 580 

 581 

Animal preparation. Worms were washed five times in M9 buffer for EPG experiments 582 

or A0 buffer (see above) for behavioral/imaging experiments. Worms were then incubated for 20 583 

minutes with either buffer alone (A0 for behavioral/imaging experiments, M9 for EPG pumping-584 

rate assays) or buffer + 300 μM (pumping-rate assays) or 100 µM (behavioral/imaging 585 

experiments) Arachidonoylethanolamide (AEA, Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI, USA). The 586 

incubation time and relatively high concentration reflects the low permeability of the C. elegans 587 

cuticle to many exogenous molecules.112,113 We based our AEA concentrations on a previous study 588 

that shows the concentration dependence of AEA effects on pharyngeal pumping rate.55 In pilot 589 

experiments for pumping-rate and T-maze assays, we used lower AEA doses (100 μM and 50 μM, 590 
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respectively). As these experiments revealed small, variable effects, we chose the higher 591 

concentration given above, which are still within the effective range.55  592 

 593 

Behavioral assays. Freshly poured NGM agar plates were dried in a dehydrator for 45 594 

minutes at 45°C. A maze cut from foam sheets (Darice, Strongsville, OH, USA) using a laser cutter 595 

or a cutting machine (Cricut, South Jordan, UT, USA) was placed on each plate (Figure 2A). Maze 596 

arms were seeded with 4.5 μL of bacteria. Animals were deposited at the starting point of the maze 597 

by liquid transfer and a transparent plastic disc was placed over the maze to eliminate air currents; 598 

12 plates were placed on a flatbed scanner and simultaneously imaged every 15 minutes.114,115 The 599 

number of worms in the two patches of food and the region between them was counted manually 600 

and a preference index I calculated as: 𝐼 = (𝑛S − 𝑛I) (𝑛S + 𝑛I⁄ ), where nS is the number of worms 601 

in the superior food patch, and nI is the number of worms in the inferior food patch. Worms that 602 

did not leave the starting point were excluded. For experiments involving mutants, a cohort of N2 603 

animals was run in parallel on the same day. In some experiments, a paralytic agent (sodium azide, 604 

NaN3, 3 μL at 20 mM), was added to each food patch to prevent animals from leaving the patch 605 

of food after reaching it. Sodium azide diffuses through the agar over time and its action is not 606 

instantaneous. These two characteristics resulted in some worms becoming paralyzed around 607 

rather than in the patch of food, as they stop short of the patch or escape the patch briefly before 608 

becoming paralyzed. To account for these effects all worms within 5 mm of the end of the maze’s 609 

arm, rather than on food, were used when calculating preference index.  610 

 611 
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Pumping rate assays. Pharyngeal pumping was measured electrophysiologically using a 612 

ScreenChip microfluidic system (InVivo Biosystems, Eugene, OR, USA).71 Following pre-incu-613 

bation as described above (Animal preparation), worms mixed with bacterial food (OD600 0.8) 614 

±AEA 300 μM were loaded into the worm reservoir of a microfluidic device; this food density 615 

was chosen to reduce possible ceiling effects on pumping rate modulation by AEA. Individual 616 

worms were resident in the reservoir for 5-55 min. prior to being recorded; they were presumably 617 

feeding, and gaining food experience, during this time. To record voltage transients associated 618 

with pharyngeal pumping,70 worms were transferred one at a time from the reservoir to the record-619 

ing channel. Worms were given three minutes to acclimate to the channel before being recorded 620 

for one minute. Mean pumping frequency was extracted using custom code written in Igor Pro 621 

(Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR, USA). 622 

 623 

Calcium imaging. After pre-incubation with buffer (A0) or buffer +AEA (Animal prepa-624 

ration), worms were immobilized in a custom microfluidic chip and presented with alternating 30-625 

second epochs of buffer and bacteria (either B. Simplex or Comamonas sp. at OD600 1, at a flow 626 

rate of 100 μL/min) for 3 minutes. Optical recordings of GCaMP6-expressing AWC neurons were 627 

performed on a Zeiss Axiovert 135, using a Zeiss Plan-Apochromat 40X oil, 1.4 NA objective, a 628 

X-Cite 120Q illuminator, a 470/40 excitation filter, and a 560/40 emission filter. Neurons were 629 

imaged at 3-10 Hz on an ORCA-ERA camera (Hamamatsu Photonics). Images were analyzed 630 

using custom code written in MATLAB: the change in fluorescence in a hand-drawn region of 631 

interest that contained only the soma and neurite. Data were normalized to the average fluores-632 

cence 𝐹o computed over the 15 second interval before the first food stimulus. We computed nor-633 

malized fluorescence change as Δ𝐹(𝑡) 𝐹o⁄ , where Δ𝐹(𝑡) = 𝐹(𝑡) − 𝐹o; following convention, we 634 
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refer to this measure as “∆𝐹 𝐹⁄ .” For comparison of treatment groups, we used the peak amplitude 635 

of post-stimulus ∆𝐹 𝐹⁄ . In some animals, AWC appeared not to respond to the food stimulus, 636 

regardless of treatment group. To classify particular AWC neurons as responsive or non-respon-637 

sive, we obtained the distribution of peak ∆𝐹 𝐹⁄  values in control experiments in which the stim-638 

ulus channel contained no food; responsive neurons were defined as those whose peak ∆𝐹 𝐹⁄  value 639 

exceeded the 90th percentile of this distribution. Critically, the percentage of non-responders did 640 

not vary between AEA-treated and non-treated animals (25.46% vs 22.49% respectively; 641 

𝜒2(1,759) = 0.699, 𝑝 = 0.4031). 642 

 643 

Expression profile for npr-19. Worms were immobilized with 10 mM sodium azide 644 

(NaN3) and mounted on 5% agarose pads formed on glass slides. Image stacks (30-80 images) 645 

were acquired using a Zeiss confocal microscope (LSM800, ZEN software) at 40X magnification. 646 

Identification of neurons was done based on published expression profiles of the pcho-647 

1::mCherry82 and peat-4::mCherry81 transgenes in C. elegans. Individual neurons were identified 648 

by mCherry expression and the relative positions of their cell bodies; npr-19 expression was visu-649 

alized using a pnpr-19::GFP transgene. Co-expression of GFP and mCherry was assessed by visual 650 

inspection using 3D image analysis software Imaris (Oxford Instruments). Representative images 651 

(Figure 5) are maximum intensity projections of 30-80 frames computed using ImageJ software.116 652 

Expression of the NPR-19 receptor was widespread in body wall muscles but restricted to 29 neu-653 

rons in the head (27 - 31, 95% confidence interval, 𝑛 = 20 worms imaged) and 8 neurons in the 654 

tail (7.8 - 8.5, 95% confidence interval, 𝑛 = 22 worms imaged) (Table S7). Overall, 28 of the npr-655 

19-expressing neurons co-localized with either cho-1 or eat-4, whereas ∼9 did not co-localize with 656 

either marker. The identity of cells that did not co-localize with cho-1 or eat-4 was ascertained 657 
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based on cell body position and morphology, and verified by npr-19 expression (threshold = 2) as 658 

reported in the C. elegans Neuronal Gene Expression Map & Network (CeNGEN) consortium 659 

database.83  660 

 661 

Quantification and statistical analysis 662 

A detailed description of statistical tests used and their results is presented in Tables S1-S6. Data 663 

were checked for normality with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 664 

 665 

Number of replicates. The minimal sample size for the T-maze assays were based on pilot 666 

experiments which demonstrated the ability to detect moderate to small effect sizes with ~10-30 667 

replicates per experimental condition. Previously published EPG data showed that mutants/treat-668 

ments could be distinguished with ~10 replicates. In order to ensure detection of small effect size 669 

across experimental conditions, ~70 to 120 replicates were performed in EPG experiments. Simi-670 

larly, the minimal number of replicates for imaging experiments were based on previously pub-671 

lished data.  672 

 673 

Effect sizes. Effect sizes were computed as follow: Cohen’s 𝑑 for 𝑡-tests, partial eta-674 

squared for ANOVAs, and |𝑧|/√𝑛 for Mann-Whitney test, where z is the 𝑧-score and n is the 675 

number of observations. 676 

 677 

Behavioral experiments (T-mazes). Preference indices were analyzed using a two-factor 678 

ANOVA with repeated measures (effect of AEA by effect of time, with time as a repeated 679 

measure). For easier presentation, an average index across the four time-points was calculated and 680 
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displayed (Figure 2C-F, 3B, 4A). All timeseries are nonetheless available for inspection in Figure 681 

2, 3A and Figure S1 and S2. The effect of AEA was deemed significant if main effect of AEA was 682 

significant in the ANOVA. Averaging the four time points in a series would only be problematic 683 

if there was a non-ordinal interaction AEA by time. Inspection of ANOVA results and time series 684 

reveal that the only AEA by time interactions are ordinal and minimal (Figure S1, S2). In cases 685 

where the effect of time was important (Figure 3A) or the interaction AEA by time was meaningful 686 

(Figure 2G) the time series of preference indices was presented. The comparison of preference 687 

indices between N2 and mutants relied on a two-factor ANOVA (effect of strain by effect of AEA). 688 

The average preference index across the four time-points was used for the comparison. In addition 689 

to an ANOVA, planned comparisons were incorporated in the experimental design using t-tests 690 

and focusing on four scientifically relevant contrasts: (1) mutants, AEA– vs AEA+; (2) N2, AEA– 691 

vs AEA+; (3) AEA–, mutants vs N2; (4) AEA+, mutants vs N2.  692 

 693 

Pumping rate assay. As the data were not normally distributed in most of the cohorts, a 694 

non-parametric test (Mann-Whitney) was used to compared pumping frequencies between 695 

strains/treatments. 696 

 697 

Calcium imaging. Peak ∆F/F was used as the primary measure. A two-factor ANOVA 698 

(effect of AEA by effect of bacteria type) was used to assess the effect of AEA on AWC responses. 699 

Planned t-tests were focused on four contrasts: (1) superior food, AEA– vs AEA+; (2) inferior 700 

food, AEA– vs AEA+; (3) AEA-, superior food vs inferior food; (4) AEA+, superior food vs 701 

inferior food. For comparisons between N2 and mutants, a two-factor ANOVAs (effect of AEA 702 

by effect of strain) was performed for each of the bacteria type (superior and inferior) and followed 703 
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by four contrasts (t-tests): (1) mutants, AEA– vs AEA+; (2) N2, AEA– vs AEA+; (3) AEA–, 704 

mutants vs N2; (4) AEA+, mutants vs N2.  705 

 706 

Multiple comparisons. No correction for multiple comparisons was applied in t-tests used 707 

in pair-wise comparisons of means in multifactor experiments as the experimental design in this 708 

study relied on a small number (3 per condition) of planned (a priori), rather than unplanned (a 709 

posteriori), scientifically relevant contrasts.117  710 
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Pharyngeal 

M3 L/R *       Glu, FLP-18, NLP-3   

MI *     * Glu * 

MC L/R     * * Ach, FLP-21 * 

I2 L/R *       Glu, NLP-3, NLP-8 * 

I4     * * NLP-3, NLP-13 * 

M1     * * Ach, NLP-3 * 

Sensory 

PHC L/R *     * Glu   

URX L/R   *   * Ach, FLP-8, FLP-10, FLP-11, FLP-19 * 

ASG L/R *     * 
Glu, 5HT, FLP-6, FLP-13, FLP-22, 
INS-1 * 

AWA L/R     * * INS-1 * 

Interneuron 

RIA L/R *       Glu * 

RIM L/R *     * Glu, Tyr   

LUA L/R *     * Glu, NLP-13, PDF-1   

Motor 

URA D/V 
L/R 

  *   * 
ACh * 

PDA   *   * ACh * 

 

Table 1



 
 

Figure S1. Effect of baseline preference and bacteria identity on preference time course, Related to Figure 2.  

Mean preference index (𝐼) versus time for AEA-exposed animals (AEA+) and unexposed controls (AEA–) 

corresponding to text figures 2D (A), 2E (B) and 2F (C). 𝐼 > 0 is preference for superior food, 𝐼 < 0 is preference 

for inferior food, and 𝐼 = 0 is indifference (dashed line). For statistics, see Table S2. Symbols: *, 𝑝 < 0.05; **, 𝑝 

< 0.01; n.s., not significant. Error bars, 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure S2. Effect of genetic background on preference time course, Related to Figures 3 and 4. 
Mean preference index (𝐼) versus time for AEA-exposed animals (AEA+) and unexposed controls (AEA–) 
corresponding to text figures 3B, ceh-36 and contemporaneous N2 controls (A, B), Figure 4A, npr-19(tm2574) 
and contemporaneous N2 controls (C,D), Figure 4A, npr-19(ok2068) (F), Figure 4A, npr-19 rescue (G), Figure 
4A, CNR1 rescue (H) and contemporaneous N2 controls (E). 𝐼 > 0 is preference for superior food, 𝐼 < 0 is 
preference for inferior food, and 𝐼 = 0 is indifference (dashed line). For statistics, see Tables S3, S4. Symbols: *, 
𝑝 < 0.05; ***, 𝑝 < 0.001; n.s., not significant. Error bars, 95% confidence intervals.  
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Figure S3. Partial rescue of AEA sensitivity in AWC neurons by npr-19 and CNR1, Related to Figure 4. 

A. Effect of AEA on amplitude of AWC calcium transients in response to the removal of superior or inferior food 

in a strain in which npr-19 is overexpressed under the control of the npr-19 promoter. B. Summary of the data in 

A, showing mean peak Δ𝐹 𝐹⁄ . C, D, Same as A, B but for a strain in which CNR1 was overexpressed under 

control of the npr-19 promoter.  For statistics in B, C, see Table S6. Symbols: **, 𝑝 < 0.01. Error bars and shading, 

95% confidence intervals. 
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1 Figure 1B OP50 OD 0.8  Mann-Whitney n=117 (AEA–) 
n=117 (AEA+) 

U= 5191 0.001 ** 0.57 ± 0.14  0.29 ± 0.11  -0.30 

2 Figure 1C DA1877 OD 0.8  Mann-Whitney n=107 (AEA–) 
n=107 (AEA+) 

U= 7271.5 0.001 ** 0.45 ± 0.14  0.90 ± 0.20  0.33 

3 Figure 1C HB101 OD 0.8  Mann-Whitney n=121 (AEA–) 
n=121 (AEA+) 

U= 9295 0.000 *** 0.30 ± 0.11  0.49 ± 0.12  0.34 

4 Figure 1C DA837 OD 0.8  Mann-Whitney n=120 (AEA–) 
n=120 (AEA+) 

U= 7492 0.584   0.59 ± 0.15  0.58 ± 0.14    

5 Figure 1C DA1885 OD 0.8  Mann-Whitney n=74 (AEA–) 
n=124 (AEA+) 

U= 3196.5. 0.000 *** 0.45 ± 0.14  0.23 ± 0.08  -0.42 

6 Figure 1C B. cereus OD 0.8  Mann-Whitney n=120 (AEA–) 
n=120 (AEA+) 

U= 5275.5 0.000 *** 0.56 ± 0.13  0.32 ± 0.10  -0.33 

Table S1.  Statistics for Figure 1. 

Frequency of pumps in EPG recordings ± AEA. Unit of replication: individual worm.  Experimental conditions 

are described in column 3. Stars in the Significance column indicate significance levels: *, 𝑝 < 0.05; **, 𝑝 < 0.01; 

***,	 𝑝 < 0.001. Effect sizes were computed as described in Materials and Methods and 95% confidence intervals 

were used as a dispersion measure. 
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1 Figure 2B, 2C DA1877 OD 1 
DA1885 OD 1  

Two-factor ANOVA, repeated measures n=41 (AEA–) 
n=40 (AEA+) 

            

2     Main effect of AEA   F(1,79)= 11.00 0.001 *** 0.49 ± 0.09 0.66 ± 0.06 0.12 
3     Main effect of time   F(3,79)= 1.73 0.162         
4     Interaction, AEA × time   F(3,237)= 1.10 0.351         

5 Figure 2D 
Figure S1A 

DA1877 OD 0.5        
DA1885 OD 3   

Two-factor ANOVA, repeated measures n=20  (AEA–) 
n=17 (AEA+) 

            

6     Main effect of AEA   F(1,35)= 7.58 0.009 ** 0.09 ± 0.19 0.43 ± 0.17 0.18 
7     Main effect of time   F(3,35)= 4.10 0.009 **       
8     Interaction, AEA × time   F(3,105)= 2.00 0.118         

9 Figure 2E 
Figure S1B 

DA1877 OD 0.5        
DA1885 OD 8  

Two-factor ANOVA, repeated measures n=86 (AEA–) 
n=59 (AEA+) 

            

10     Main effect of AEA   F(1,143)= 11.16 0.001 ** 0.08 ± 0.08 0.28 ± 0.09 0.07 
11     Main effect of time   F(3,143)= 1.15 0.329         
12     Interaction, AEA × time   F(3,429)= 0.11 0.043 *       

13 Figure 2F 
Figure S1C 

HB101 OD 0.5 
DA837 OD 2.2   

Two-factor ANOVA, repeated measures n= 96 (AEA–) 
n=35 (AEA+) 

            

14     Main effect of AEA   F(1,129)= 5.26 0.023 * -0.16 ± 0.08 0.01 ± 0.17 0.04 

15     Main effect of time   F(3,129)= 0.70 0.448         
16     Interaction, AEA × time   F(3,387)= 0.63 0.402         

17 Figure 2G (a)   DA1877 OD 1   Two-factor ANOVA, repeated measures n=41 (AEA–) 
n=40 (AEA+) 

            

18     Main effect of AEA   F(1,79)= 23.57 0.000 *** 0.42 ± 0.03 0.54 ± 0.03 0.22 
19     Main effect of time   F(3,79)= 75.42 0.000 ***       
20     Interaction, AEA × time   F(3,237)= 3.80 0.011 *       

21 Figure 2G (a)    DA1885 OD 1   Two-factor ANOVA, repeated measures n=41 (AEA–) 
n=40 (AEA+) 

            

22     Main effect of AEA   F(1,79)= 4.74 0.033 * 0.15 ± 0.03 0.11 ± 0.02 0.06 

23     Main effect of time   F(3,79)= 32.05  0.0000 ***       
24     Interaction, AEA × time   F(3,237)= 1.74  0.1596         

Table S2. Statistics for Figures 2 and S1 A-C. 

Preference index over time (line 1-16) or fraction of worms in specified food over time (line 17-24) in T-mazes ± AEA. Unit of replication: assay plate 

(7-117 animals per plates). Experimental conditions are described in column 3. Stars in the Significance column indicate significance levels: *, 𝑝 < 

0.05; **, 𝑝 < 0.01; ***,	 𝑝 < 0.001. Effect sizes were computed as described in Materials and Methods and 95% confidence intervals were used as a 

dispersion measure. (a)  Same data as in Figure 2B
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1 Figure 3A DA1877 OD 0.5 
DA1885 OD 3 
+ sodium azide 

Two-factor ANOVA, repeated 
measures 

n=12 (AEA–) 
n=12 (AEA+) 

            

2     Main effect of AEA   F(1,22)= 11.71 0.002 ** 0.08 ± 0.09  0.26 ± 0.07 0.35 
3     Main effect of time   F(3,22)= 3.70 0.016 *       
4     Interaction, AEA × time   F(3,66)= 0.26 0.146         

5 Figure 3B 
Figure S2A,B (a)   

DA1877 OD 0.5 
DA1885 OD 8  
ceh-36 vs N2  

Two-factor ANOVA N2            n=86 (AEA–) 
                 n=59 (AEA+) 
ceh-36     n=24 (AEA–) 
                n=21 (AEA+) 

            

6     Main effect of strain   F(1,79)= 3.27 0.074         
7     Main effect of AEA   F(1,79)= 1.98 0.164         
8     Interaction, AEA × strain   F(1,79)= 3.15 0.080         
9     Planned comparisons, t-test               

10     N2, AEA– vs AEA+    t(79)= -2.16 0.034 * 0.34 ± 0.20 
(AEA–) 

0.58 ± 0.13 
(AEA+) 

0.67 

11     ceh-36, AEA– vs AEA+   t(79)= -0.27 0.787   0.34± 0.15 
(AEA–) 

0.32 ± 0.12 
(AEA+) 

  

12 
    

 AEA–, N2 vs ceh-36  
  

t(79)= 0.02 0.981   0.34 ± 0.20 (N2) 0.34± 0.15 
(ceh-36) 

  

13     AEA+, N2 vs ceh-36    t(79)= 2.53 0.013 * 0.58 ± 0.13 
(N2) 

0.32 ± 0.12 
(ceh-36) 

-1.0 

14 Figure 3D N2 
DA1877 OD 1 vs 
DA1885 OD 1  

Two-factor ANOVA DA1877      n= 28 (AEA –) 
                    n= 32 (AEA+) 
DA1885      n= 30 (AEA –) 
                    n= 29 (AEA+) 

            

15     Main effect of bacteria    F(1,115)= 3.17 0.078         
16     Main effect of AEA   F(1,115)= 0.89 0.349         
17     Interaction, AEA × bacteria    F(1,115)= 11.98 0.001 ***       
18     Planned comparisons, t-test               
19     DA1877 

AEA– vs AEA+  
  t(58)= -2.68 0.010 ** 1.98 ± 0.62      

(AEA–) 
3.38 ± 0.83    

(AEA+) 
0.34 

20     DA1885 
AEA– vs AEA+  

  t(57)= -2.23 0.030 * 2.56 ± 0.53    
(AEA–) 

 1.75 ± 0.53 
(AEA+) 

-0.4 

21 
    

 AEA– 
DA1877 vs DA1885    

t(56)= 1.45 0.152   1.98 ± 0.62      
(DA1877) 

2.56 ± 0.53    
(DA1885) 

  

22      AEA+ 
DA1877 vs DA1885  

  t(59)= -3.30 0.002 ** 3.38 ± 0.83    
(DA1877) 

1.75 ± 0.53 
(DA1885) 

0.4 

Table S3. Statistics for Figures 3 and S2 A-B. 

Line 1-13, Preference index over time in T-maze ± AEA. Unit of replication: assay plate (16-135 animals per plates). Line 14-22 ΔF/F in AWC ± 

AEA. Unit of replication: individual worm. Experimental conditions are described in column 3. Stars in the Significance column indicate significance 

levels: *, 𝑝 < 0.05; **, 𝑝 < 0.01; ***,	 𝑝 < 0.001. Effect sizes were computed as described in Materials and Methods and 95% confidence intervals 

were used as a dispersion measure. (a)  Same N2 data as in Figure 2E. 
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1 Figure 4A 
Figure S2E, F 
(a)   

DA1877 OD 0.5 
DA1885 OD 8  
npr-19(ok2068) vs N2  

Two-factor ANOVA N2                         n=86 (AEA–) 
                              n=59 (AEA+) 
npr-19(ok2068) n=24 (AEA–) 
                            n=24 (AEA+) 

  
  

    
 

2     Main effect of strain   F(1,189)= 1.29 0.257 
 

    
 

3     Main effect of AEA   F(1,189)= 5.15 0.024 *     
 

4     Interaction, AEA × strain   F(1,189)= 1.58 0.210 
 

    
 

5     Planned comparisons, t-test     
  

    
 

6     N2, AEA– vs AEA+    t(189)= -3.49 0.001 ** 0.08 ± 0.08 
(AEA–) 

0.28 ± 0.09 
(AEA+) 

0.56 

7     npr-19 null, AEA– vs AEA+   t(189)= 0.59 0.559 
 

0.08 ± 0.14 
(AEA–) 

0.14 ± 0.1 
(AEA+) 

 

8     AEA–, N2 vs npr-19 null    t(189)= -0.09 0.931 
 

0.08 ± 0.08 
(N2) 

0.08 ± 0.14        (npr-
19(ok2068)) 

 

9     AEA+, N2 vs npr-19 null    t(189)= 1.66 0.100 
 

 0.28 ± 0.09  
(N2) 

0.14 ± 0.1  
(npr-19(ok2068)) 

 

5 Figure 4ª 
Figure S2C,D 

DA1877 OD 0.5 
DA1885 OD 8  
npr-19(tm2574) vs N2  

Two-factor ANOVA N2                         n=108 (AEA–) 
                              n=108 (AEA+) 
npr-19(tm2574) n=108 (AEA–)   
                             n=106 (AEA+)              

  
  

    
 

6     Main effect of strain   F(1,427)= 31.05 0.000 ***     
 

7     Main effect of AEA   F(1,427)= 5.53 0.019 *     
 

8     Interaction, AEA × strain   F(1,427)=2.32 0.129 
 

    
 

9     Planned comparisons, t-test     
  

    
 

10     N2, AEA– vs AEA+      t(214)= -2.90 0.004 ** 0.39 ± 0.05 
(AEA–) 

0.49 ± 0.05 
(AEA+) 

0.39 

11     npr-19, AEA– vs AEA+    t(212)= -0.55 0.582 
 

0.28 ± 0.06 
(AEA–) 

0.30 ± 0.06 
(AEA+) 

 

12      AEA–, N2 vs npr-19    t(214)= 2.86 0.005 ** 0.39 ± 0.05 
(N2) 

0.28 ± 0.06 
(npr-19(tm2574)) 

 

13     AEA+, N2 vs npr-19    t(212)= 5.01 0.000 *** 0.49 ± 0.05 
(N2) 

0.28 ± 0.06 
(npr-19(tm2574)) 

0.69 

14 Figure 4ª 
Figure S2C, G 
(a)   

DA1877 OD 0.5 
DA1885 OD 8  
npr-19 rescue vs N2  

Two-factor ANOVA N2                     n=86 (AEA–) 
                          n=59 (AEA+) 
npr-19 rescue n= 24 (AEA–) 
                         n= 2 4(AEA+) 

  
  

    
 

15     Main effect of strain   F(1,189)= 0.92 0.339 
 

    
 

16     Main effect of AEA   F(1,189)= 14.58 0.000 ***     
 

17     Interaction, AEA × strain   F(1,189)= 0.02 0.879 
 

    
 

18     Planned comparisons, t-test     
  

    
 

19     N2, AEA– vs AEA+    t(189)= -3.63 0.000 *** 0.08 ± 0.08 (AEA–) 0.28 ± 0.09 
(AEA+) 

0.56 

20     npr-19 rescue, AEA– vs AEA+   t(189)= 2.30 0.022 * 0.02 ± 0.09 
(AEA–) 

0.23 ± 0.09 
(AEA+) 

1.13 

21     AEA–, N2 vs npr-19 rescue    t(189)= 0.81 0.421 
 

0.08 ± 0.08 
(N2) 

0.02 ± 0.09 
(npr-19 rescue) 

 



22     AEA+, N2 vs npr-19 rescue     t(189)= 0.56 0.578 
 

  0.28 ± 0.09   
(N2) 

0.23 ± 0.09   
(npr-19 rescue) 

 

23 Figure 4ª 
Figure S2C, H 
(a)   

ßDA1877 OD 0.5  
DA1885 OD 8  
CNR1 rescue vs N2  

Two-factor ANOVA N2                 n=86 (AEA–) 
                      n=59 (AEA+) 
CB1 rescue  n= 27(AEA–) 
                      n= 27 (AEA+) 

  
  

    
 

24     Main effect of strain   F(1,195)= 0.97 0.325 
 

    
 

25     Main effect of AEA   F(1,195)= 19.88 0.000 ***     
 

26     Interaction, AEA × strain   F(1,195)= 0.41 0.521 
 

    
 

27     Planned comparisons, t-test     
  

    
 

28     N2, AEA– vs AEA+    t(195)= -3.61 0.000 *** 0.08 ± 0.08 
(AEA–) 

0.28 ± 0.09 
(AEA+) 

0.56 

29     CNR1 rescue, AEA– vs AEA+   t(195)= 3.00 0.003 ** 0.09 ± 0.1 
(AEA–) 

0.36 ± 0.09 
(AEA+) 

1.13 

30     AEA–, N2 vs CNR1 rescue    t(195)= -0.25 0.803 
 

0.08 ± 0.08 
(N2) 

0.09 ± 0.1 
(CNR1 rescue) 

 

31     AEA+, N2 vs CNR1 rescue     t(195)= -1.123 0.263 
 

0.28 ± 0.09  
(N2) 

0.36 ± 0.09    
(CNR1 rescue) 

 

32 Figure 4C (b) DA1877 OD 1 
npr-19(ok2068) vs N2  

Two-factor ANOVA N2                     n= 28 (AEA–) 
                          n= 32 (AEA+) 
npr-19(ok2068) n= 35 (AEA+) 
                            n= 35 (AEA+) 

  
  

    
 

33     Main effect of strain   F(1,126)= 1.67 0.198 
 

    
 

34     Main effect of AEA   F(1,126)= 1.60 0.208 
 

    
 

35     Interaction strain × AEA   F(1,126)= 5.42 0.022 *     
 

36     Planned comparisons, t-test     
  

    
 

37     npr-19   
AEA– vs AEA+ 

  t(68)= -0.63 0.532 
 

3.36 ± 0.90 
(AEA–) 

3.04 ± 0.47 
(AEA+) 

 

38     N2 
AEA– vs AEA+ 

  t(58)= -2.67627 0.010 ** 1.98 ± 0.62      (AEA–) 3.38 ± 0.83    
(AEA+) 

0.34 

39     AEA– 
 N2 vs npr-19 

  t(61)= 2.51 0.015 * 1.98 ± 0.62 
(N2) 

3.36 ± 0.90 
(npr-19) 

0.26 

40     AEA+ 
N2 vs npr-19 

  t(65)= -0.71 0.480 
 

3.38 ± 0.83 
(N2)    

3.04 ± 0.47 
(npr-19) 

 

41 Figure 4C (b) DA1885 OD 1 
npr-19(ok2068) vs N2  

Two-factor ANOVA N2                         n= 30 (AEA–) 
                              n= 29 (AEA+) 
npr-19(ok2068) n= 37 (AEA+) 
                            n= 36 (AEA+) 

  
  

    
 

42     Main effect of strain   F(1,128)= 50.22 0.000 ***     
 

43     Main effect of AEA   F(1,128)= 3.79 0.054 
 

    
 

44     Interaction strain × AEA   F(1,128)= 0.13 0.721 
 

    
 

45     Planned comparisons, t-test     
  

    
 

46     npr-19 
AEA– vs AEA+ 

  t(71)= -1.02 0.310 
 

4.90 ± 0.87 
(AEA-) 

4.33 ± 0.63 
(AEA+) 

 

47     N2 
AEA– vs AEA+ 

  t(57)= -2.23 0.030 * 2.56 ± 0.53 
(AEA–) 

 1.75 ± 0.53 
(AEA+) 

-0.42 

48     AEA–  
N2 vs npr-19  

  t(65)= 4.55 0.000 *** 2.56 ± 0.53 
(N2) 

4.90 ± 0.87 
(npr-19) 

0.47 

49     AEA+ 
N2 vs npr-19  

  t(63)= 6.31 0.000 *** 1.75 ± 0.53 
(N2) 

4.33 ± 0.63 
(npr-19) 

0.89 

 



 

Table S4. Statistics for Figures 4 and S2 C-H. 

Line 1-31 Preference index over time in T-maze ± AEA. Unit of replication: assay plate (4-150 animals per plates). Line 32-49 ΔF/F in AWC ± AEA.  

Unit of replication: individual worm. Experimental conditions and comparisons tested are described in column 3. Stars in the Significance column 

indicate significance levels: *, 𝑝 < 0.05; **, 𝑝 < 0.01; ***,	 𝑝 < 0.001. Effect sizes were computed as described in Materials and Methods and 95% 

confidence intervals were used as a dispersion measure. (a)  Same N2 data as in Figure 2E, (b) Same N2 data as in Figure 3D. 
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1  Figure S3B 
(a)   

DA1877 OD 1 

npr-19 rescue vs N2  

Two-factor ANOVA npr-19 rescue n=21 (AEA–) 

                     n=14 (AEA+) 
N2                n=28 (AEA–) 

                     n=32 (AEA+) 

    
 

      

2     Main effect of strain   F(1,92)=62.05 0.000 ***       

3     Main effect of AEA   F(1,92)=4.69 0.033 *       

4     Interaction, AEA × strain    F(1,92)=2.59 0.111 
 

      

5     Planned comparisons, t-test       
 

      

6     npr-19  rescue 

AEA– vs AEA+ 

  t(30)= -0.11 0.909 
 

6.00 ±  0.84 

(AEA–) 

6.08 ± 0.89 

(AEA+) 

 

7     N2 
AEA– vs AEA+ 

  t(58)= -2.68 0.010 ** 1.98 ± 0.62      
(AEA–) 

3.38 ± 0.83    
(AEA+) 

0.34 

8      AEA– 

N2 vs npr-19  rescue 

  t(38)= -7.52 0.000 *** 1.98 ± 0.62 

(N2) 

6.00 ±  0.84 

(npr-19 rescue) 
2.20  

9      AEA+ 

 N2 vs npr-19  rescue 

  t(31)= -4.33 0.000 *** 3.38 ± 0.8 

(N2)    

6.08 ± 0.89 

(npr-19 rescue) 
1.25  

10 Figure S3B 
(a)   

DA1885 OD 1 

npr-19 rescue vs N2  

Two-factor ANOVA npr-19 rescue n=26 (AEA–) 

                     n=26 (AEA+) 

N2                n=30 (AEA–) 

                     n=29 (AEA+) 

    
 

      

11     Main effect of strain   F(1,107)=14.18 0.000 ***       

12     Main effect of AEA   F(1,107)=11.80 0.000 ***       

13     Interaction, AEA × strain    F(1,107)=0.85 0.358 
 

      

14     Planned comparisons, t-test       
 

      

15     npr-19  rescue 

 AEA– vs  AEA+ 

  t(46)=2.62 0.012 * 4.04 ± 0.82 

(AEA-) 

2.65 ± 0.61 
(AEA+) 

 -0.73 

16     N2 

 AEA– vs  AEA+  

  t(57)=-2.23 0.030 * 2.56 ± 0.53    

(AEA–) 

 1.75 ± 0.53 

(AEA+) 

-0.4 

17     AEA–  

N2 vs npr-19 rescue  

  t(42)=-2.99 0.005 ** 2.56 ± 0.5    (N2) 4.04 ± 0.82 

(npr-19  rescue) 

  

18     AEA+  
N2 vs npr-19  rescue  

  t(49)=2.21 0.03 * 1.75 ± 0.53 
(N2) 

2.65 ± 0.61 
(npr-19  rescue) 

 0.60 

19   
         

20 Figure S3D 
(a)   

DA1877 OD 1 

CNR1 rescue vs N2  

Two-factor ANOVA CB1 rescue n=22 (AEA–) 

                     n=28 (AEA+) 
N2                n=28 (AEA–) 

                     n=32 (AEA+) 

    
 

      

21     Main effect of strain   F(1,106)=0.23 0.629 
 

      



22     Main effect of AEA   F(1,106)=14.84 0.000 **       

23     Interaction, AEA × strain    F(1,106)=0.11 0.740 
 

      

24     Planned comparisons, t-test       
 

      

25     CNR1 rescue 
AEA– vs AEA+ 

  t(48)=3 0.005 ** 1.99 ± 0.51 
(AEA–) 

3.64 ± 0.96 
(AEA+) 

-0.38 

26     N2 

AEA– vs AEA+ 

  t(58)=-2.68 0.010 ** 1.98 ± 0.62      

(AEA–) 

3.38 ± 0.83    

(AEA+) 

0.34 

27      AEA– 

N2 vs CNR1 rescue 

  t(48)=0.02 0.988 
 

1.98 ± 0.62 

(N2) 

1.99 ± 0.51 

(CNR1 rescue) 
  

28      AEA+ 

 N2 vs CB1 rescue 

  t(58)=0.42 0.674 
 

3.38 ± 0.8 

(N2)    

3.64 ± 0.96 

(CNR1 rescue) 

  

29 Figure S3D 
(a)   

DA1885 OD 1 

CNR1 rescue vs N2  

Two-factor ANOVA CB1 rescue n=26 (AEA–) 

                     n=24 (AEA+) 

N2                n=30 (AEA–) 

                     n=29 (AEA+) 

    
 

      

30     Main effect of strain   F(1,105)=0.03 0.859 
 

      

31     Main effect of AEA   F(1,105)=0.22 0.638 
 

      

32     Interaction, AEA × strain    F(1,105)=14.74 0.011 *       

33     Planned comparisons, t-test       
 

      

34     CB1 rescue 
 AEA– vs  AEA+ 

  t(48)=1.48 0.146 
 

  1.89 ± 0.5 
(AEA-) 

2.55 ± 0.74 
(AEA+) 

  

35     N2 

 AEA– vs  AEA+  

  t(57)=-2.23 0.030 * 2.56 ± 0.53    

(AEA–) 

 1.75 ± 0.53 

(AEA+) 

-0.4 

36     AEA–  

N2 vs CNR1 rescue  

  t(54)=-1.89  0.064 
 

2.56 ± 0.5    (N2) 1.89 ± 0.47 

(CNR1 rescue) 
  

37     AEA+  

N2 vs CNR1 rescue  

  t(51)=1.76 0.085 
 

1.75 ± 0.5 

(N2) 

2.55 ± 0.74 

(CNR1 rescue) 
  

 

Table S5. Statistics for Figure S3B, D, Related to Figure 4. 

ΔF/F in AWC ± AEA.  Unit of replication: individual worm. Experimental conditions and comparisons tested are described in column 3. Stars in the 

Significance column indicate significance levels: *, 𝑝 < 0.05; **, 𝑝 < 0.01; ***,	 𝑝 < 0.001. Effect sizes were computed as described in Materials and 

Methods and 95% confidence intervals were used as a dispersion measure. (a)  Same N2 data as in Figure 3D. 

  



   Number of GFP positive cells 
    Head     Tail 

W
or

m
 #

 

1 28 

W
or

m
 #

 

1 7 
2 22 2 9 
3 33 3 10 
4 30 4 9 
5 28 5 9 
6 33 6 8 
7 28 7 9 
8 29 8 8 
9 36 9 7 
10 26 10 9 
11 19 11 8 
12 26 12 7 
13 36 13 9 
14 35 14 8 
15 34 15 7 
16 29 16 9 
17 32 17 8 
18 26 18 7 
19 26 19 8 
20 27 20 7 
21   21 10 
22   22 8 

Mean  
± 95% CI 

29.2 
± 2.1 

Mean  
± 95% CI 

8.2 
± 0.4 

 
Table S6. Counts of npr-19-expressing neurons in the head and tail, Related to Figure 5. 
Number of pnpr-19::GFP positive neurons present in the head (𝑛 = 20 worms), or the tail (𝑛 = 22 worms). 
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1 5C DA1877 OD 1 
unc-13 vs N2 

Two-factor ANOVA unc-13 n= 27 (AEA–) 
             n= 27 (AEA+) 
N2        n= 28 (, AEA–) 
             n= 32 (AEA+) 

            

2     Main effect of strain   F(1,109)= 6.650 0.011 *       
3     Main effect of AEA   F(1,109)= 17.031 0.000 ***       
4     Interaction, AEA × strain   F(1,109)= 0.134              
5     Planned comparisons, t-test               
6     unc-13  

AEA– vs AEA+ 
  t(51)= 3.22 0.002 ** 2.83 ± 0.66 

(AEA–) 
4.49 ± 0.77 

(AEA+) 
0.47 

7     N2 
AEA– vs AEA+ 

  t(58)= -2.68 0.010 ** 1.98 ± 0.62 
(AEA–) 

3.38 ± 0.83    
(AEA+) 

0.34 

8     AEA– 
N2 vs unc-13 

  t(52)= 1.87 0.067   1.98 ± 0.6 
(N2) 

 2.83 ± 0.66 
(unc-13) 

  

9     AEA+ 
 N2 vs unc-13 

  t(57)= 1.97  0.054   3.38 ± 0.8 
(N2)    

4.49 ± 0.77 
(unc-13) 

  

10 5C DA1885 OD 1 
unc-13 vs N2  

Two-factor ANOVA unc-13 n= 32 (AEA–) 
             n= 33 (AEA+) 
N2       n= 30 (AEA–) 
            n= 29 (AEA+) 

            

11     Main effect of strain   F(1,120)= 3.94 0.050 *       
12     Main effect of AEA   F(1,120)= 10.80 0.001 **       
13     Interaction, AEA × strain   F(1,120)= 0.20 0.658         
14     Planned comparisons, t-test               
15     unc-13 

 AEA– vs AEA+ 
   t(63)= -2.42 0.019 * 2.56 ± 0.5  

(AEA-) 
2.2 ± 0.47 

(AEA+) 
-0.34 

16     N2 
AEA– vs AEA+ 

  t(57)= -2.23 0.030 * 2.56 ± 0.53    
(AEA–) 

 1.75 ± 0.53 
(AEA+) 

-0.4 

17     AEA–  
N2 vs unc-13  

  t(60)= 1.58   0.119   2.56 ± 0.5 
 (N2) 

3.27 ± 0.72 
(unc-13) 

  

18     AEA+  
N2 vs unc-13  

  t(60)= 1.31 0.197   1.75 ± 0.5 
(N2) 

2.2 ± 0.47 
(unc-13) 

  

19 5E DA1877 OD 1 
unc-31 vs N2  

Two-factor ANOVA unc-31 n= 25 (AEA–) 
             n= 24 (AEA+) 
N2        n= 28 (AEA–) 
             n= 32 (AEA+) 

            

20     Main effect of strain   F(1,99)-=1.98 0.163         
21     Main effect of AEA   F(1,99)=1.22 0.271         
22     Interaction, AEA × strain   F(1,99)=9.54 0.003 **       
23     Planned comparisons, t-test               
24     unc-31  

AEA– vs AEA+ 
  t(47)= -1.75 0.087   2.62 ± 0.73 

(AEA–) 
1.8 ± 0.57 

(AEA+) 
  

25     N2 
AEA– vs AEA+ 

  t(58)= -2.68 0.010 ** 1.98 ± 0.62 
(AEA–) 

3.38 ± 0.83    
(AEA+) 

0.34 

26      AEA– 
N2 vs unc-31 

  t(51)= 1.34 0.187   1.98 ± 0.6 
(N2) 

2.62 ± 0.73  
(unc-31) 

  

27      AEA+ 
 N2 vs unc-31 

   t(54)= -3.15 0.003 ** 3.38 ± 0.8 
(N2)    

1.8 ± 0.57 
(unc-31) 

-0.40 



28 5E DA1885 OD 1 
unc-31 vs N2  

Two-factor ANOVA unc-31 n= 19 (AEA–) 
             n= 25 (AEA+) 
N2         n= 30 (AEA–) 
              n= 29 (AEA+) 

            

29     Main effect of strain   F(1,99)= 0.13 0.717         
30     Main effect of AEA   F(1,99)= 3.78 0.055         
31     Interaction, AEA × strain   F(1,99)= 11.26 0.001 **       
32     Planned comparisons, t-test               
33     unc-31 

 AEA– vs AEA+ 
   t(42)= 2.42 0.020 * 2.56 ± 0.5 

(AEA-) 
3.31 ± 0.68 

(AEA+) 
0.43 

34     N2 
AEA– vs AEA+ 

  t(57)= -2.23 0.030 * 2.56 ± 0.53    
(AEA–) 

 1.75 ± 0.53 
(AEA+) 

-0.4 

35     AEA–  
N2 vs unc-31  

  t(47)= -1.1  0.281   2.56 ± 0.5 
 (N2) 

2.04 ± 0.76 
(unc-31) 

  

36     AEA+  
N2 vs unc-31  

   t(52)= 3.61 0.001 *** 1.75 ± 0.5 
(N2) 

3.31 ± 0.68 
(unc-31) 

0.64 

 

Table S7. Statistics for Figure 5. 

ΔF/F in AWC ± AEA.  Unit of replication: individual worm. Experimental conditions and comparisons tested are described in column 3. Stars in the 

Significance column indicate significance levels: *, 𝑝 < 0.05; **, 𝑝 < 0.01; ***,	 𝑝 < 0.001. Effect sizes were computed as described in Materials and 

Methods and 95% confidence intervals were used as a dispersion measure. 

 


